
I Kevin M. Shea 

I Manchester, NH 03101 
603-641 -1 667 
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January 20,2009 

Vice President 
Government Relations NH 
900 Elm Street, Suite 1922 

Kathryn M. Bailey, PE 
Telecommunications Division Director 
New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission 
21 South Fruit Street, Suite 10 
Concord, New Hampshire 03301 

Dear Kate: 

In accordance with the Commission's Electronic Report Filing (ERF) program, Fairpoint 
Communications - NNE has electronically filed the Quality of Service report for December 
2008 and is also filling the attached paper copy. 

There where three (3) exchanges that metlexceeded a 2.5 customer troubles report rate for 
three consecutive months ending with the December 2008 report. 

Please call if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin M. Shea 
Attachments 

cc: Meredith Hatfield 
Karen Mead 
Jeff Allen 
Erin Austin 
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Fairpoint Communications Network Improvement Plan- 01/19/09 

DANBURY 

A SLC system on English Hill Road had to have some cards replaced to restore service to 
customers along this route. 

Many splice closures along Hemlock, Wild, Meadows and Brookside Streets have been replaced 
to correct trouble spots. 

Approximately 7,500 of cable footage needs to be addressed on Ford's Mill Road to correct 
trouble spots. The job is currently being analyzed in the Engineering Dept. 

A section of deteriorated cable along Rte 4 in this area is in the process of being analyzed also 
for replacement to correct troubles. 

A job along River Road is currently being analyzed to replace approximately 2340' of a 50x 
cable to correct trouble spots. 

A job along Hard Scrabble Road will call for the replacement of approximately 1250' of a 50x 
cable to correct trouble areas. 

A job along Sawnee Bean Road in Thetford, Vermont is currently being analyzed to see if 3950' 
of a 50x cable needs to be replaced in order to correct the trouble issues in the area. 

MILTON MILLS 

A job along Willey Road is in progress to replace 650' of a 100x wet cable and some terminals. 
This job should be completed by the Construction Dept. by 02/01/09. 

A job along Berry Hill Road is in progress to replace 900' of a 50x wet cable and some 
terminals. This job should be completed by the Construction Dept. by 0210 1/09. 

A job along State Highway 16 is in progress to replace 300' of a 200x wet cable and some 
terminals. This job should be completed by the Construction Dept. by 02/01/09. 

A job along Love11 Lake Road is in progress to replace 4000' of a 50x wet cable and some 
terminals. This job should be completed by the Construction Dept. by 04/01/09. 



Additional Construction Work 

BRISTOL 

Approximately 250' of a 50x cable was replaced along Stonegate Acres to correct the troubles in 
the area. 

EPSOM 

Approximately 250' of a 100x cable was replaced along State Highway Route 4 to correct 
trouble spots. 

PENACOOK 

Approximately 1,000' of a 200x cable was replaced along Bye Street to correct trouble areas. 

Approximately 600' of a 300x cable was replaced along Washington Street to correct troubles in 
the area. 

PLYMOUTH 

Approximately 1,000' of a 50x cable was replaced along Smith Road to correct trouble spots. 

All other areas were not addressed during this month as all crews were addressing the 
troubles due to the December Ice Storm. (please see the write-up on the following pa~e) .  



DECEMBER 12.2008 ICE STORM 

On December 12, 2008, New Hampshire was hit with a tremendous and devastating ice storm that 

damaged a plethora of utility poles along with cable and wires from the Power, Cable TV and Telephone 

companies. The storm also destroyed and felled many large pine and hardwood trees in the area. 

Many areas were decimated but FairPoint was not aware of them as power had to be restored in those 

areas before FairPoint crews could start their work in assessing the damages and repairing the same. 

Power was restored to approximately 400,000 homes across the state in about three (3) weeks to many 

NH residences. At the peak of the storm, FairPoint recorded 9,500 telephone troubles (compared to 

2,800 troubles in the same period of 2007). 

FairPoint crews assisted many power company crews in the replacement of utility poles in the power 

company maintenance areas to facilitate restoral of service. FairPoint technicians were borrowed from 

garages that were not affected with the troubles, some coming from as far as the state of Maine to 

assist in the cleanup processes. FairPoint crews replaced approximately 375 utility poles during this 

time along with a multitude of footages of telephone cable and wires. Telephone drops in the 

magnitude of 4,200 were replaced also. The crews worked diligently to get all of our customers back in 

service. 


